Abstract: Boppana B89] proves a lower bound separating the PRIORITY and the COMMON PRAM models that is optimal to within a constant factor. However, an essential ingredient in his proof is a problem with an enormously large input domain. In this paper, I achieve the same lower bound with the improvement that it applies even when the computational problem is de ned on a much more reasonably sized input domain. My new techniques provide a greater understanding of the partial information a processor learns about the input. In addition, I de ne a new measure of the dependency that a function has on a variable and develop new set theoretic techniques to replace the use of Ramsey theory (which had forced the domain size to be large).
Introduction
Ramsey Theory has been extremely useful in proving lower bounds for problems de ned on huge input domains. (e.g, B89] ). Given a xed algorithm, the input domain is restricted so that the given algorithm, when run on the restricted domain, falls within a simpler class of algorithms (e.g, the class of comparison based algorithms). A lower bound is then proved on the time required to solve the problem using an algorithm from this simpler class. If the initial input domain is too small, then this technique fails because a restriction of the input domain with the desired properties might not exist.
It is important to obtain lower bounds for problems de ned on small domains. Such lower bounds can provide a deeper understanding into what can and cannot be done by the model. Sometimes, when a problem is restricted to a small domain, the time required to solve it strictly decreases. For example, consider the problem of nding the maximum element of a set of n numbers. This problem has time complexity (log log n) on PRIORITY or COMMON PRAM for general inputs FMW86], but when the elements composing the input are restricted to lie within the range 1::n k ], it can be done in O(k) time FRW88] .
The parallel random access machine (PRAM) is a natural model of parallel computation that is used both for algorithm design and for obtaining lower bounds. On this model, processors communicate with one another via shared memory. During each time step, each processor is able to write to one memory cell and read from another. We are interested in how quickly the processors are able to gain information. For lower bounds, the processors are allowed to do an unbounded amount of computation between communication steps and each memory cell is allowed to hold a value of unbounded size. This is not unreasonable, because in real computers a communication step takes thousands of CPU cycles and transfers large blocks of data. Besides, this assumption only makes the lower bound stronger.
The two models considered in this paper, PRIORITY and COMMON, are both concurrent read concurrent write (CRCW) PRAMs, which di er only in the way they resolve write con icts. If a number of processors concurrently write to the same cell, then on PRIORITY, the processor inputs from this domain, the actions of each processor for time t depends on only a small subset of the input variables. The adversary is then able to consider these actions as functions of these input variables. These functions, however, may be quite complex. Therefore, the adversary restricts the input domain further to a subdomain D t+1 D t on which all these functions have a more simple structure. This simple structure ensures, among other things, that the actions of each processor at time t + 1 depend only on a small, but slightly larger, subset of the input variables. This process continues one time step at a time.
It is sometimes more intuitive to consider what each processor \knows" about the input, than it is to consider the set of inputs D t . When a processor is in a particular state, he is formally said to know a fact if it is true for every input such that on this input the processor is in the state in question and the input is still considered possible (i.e. it is in D t ). Some of the information known by a processor is said to be xed. By this, I mean that, for all inputs considered possible by the adversary (i.e. in D t ), this information is true. At time t, the processor may choose to take some action because of this xed knowledge. Because these facts are true over all inputs considered possible, the action is performed on all of these inputs. We will say that the actions of the processor do not depend on such xed information, but only on non-xed information. Each time step, the processor gains more non-xed information. The adversary will choose some information to reveal to all of the processors. Revealing information amounts to restricting the input domain D t to those inputs consistent with the information. The purpose of doing this is two fold. Revealing information that a processor already knows makes this information xed. Hence, his actions would no longer depend on this information. Revealing information that a processor does not know (intuitively the convex hull of his knowledge) can make it possible to de ne more succinctly what he does in fact know. This paper provides a better understanding of the knowledge gained by the processors. FMW86] showed that processors are essentially only able to gain knowledge in two ways. Processors gain one of the types of knowledge by reading the values written by other processors. In this way, a processor is able to learn the values of 2 t variables in t time steps. In log n time steps, he is able to learn the entire input and can then compute the answer to any problem in one additional time step. The other type of knowledge is gained by learning about the interactions between the processors. (For example, n processors can compute the OR of n boolean variables in one time step by having each processor write to cell 1 if and only if his variable has the value 1.) When a processor reads a value from a cell, he is said to interact with one of the processors who wrote this value. Which cell a processor reads or writes to at time t is de ned by an addressing function that maps each input to the memory cell addressed. Instead of speaking of the two processors interacting, it is often easier to speak of their addressing functions interacting.
Because it is hard to pin down how much an individual processor knows about the interactions, it is helpful for the adversary to reveal all the interactions to all of the processors. However, the cell at which an interaction occurs is not included in this information. To understand how much relevant information the processors gain from this, it is important to understand the di erence between two addressing functions accessing the same cell and these two addressing functions interacting. For example, if one addressing function maps the values of a variable x in a 1-1 way to memory cells and another uses the same mapping except with the value of x , then they access the same cell if and only if x = x . If it is known that these addressing functions interacted, then it is known that they accessed the same cell and hence that x = x . The known optimal algorithms for Element Distinctness use this fact. On the other hand, if many processors write concurrently to a cell, then a reader \interacts" with no more than one of them. Therefore, knowing that two addressing functions have not interacted does not necessarily imply that they have accessed di erent cells.
Hence, x and x may or may not be equal.
When the number of memory cells is bounded as in Theorem 1, the adversary can x the interactions between the addressing functions by making all of them constant. Each addressing function can be made constant by reducing the input domain by a factor proportional to the memory size. However, if the number of memory cells is unbounded as in Theorem 2, then this cannot always be done without revealing the entire input. In this case, the adversary has four other ways of xing the interactions between addressing functions. The rst method nds a subdomain of inputs on which the addressing functions that depend on exactly the same set of variables are either equal or disjoint. Hence, they either always interact or never interact. (See Lemma 4.)
The second method ensures that if two addressing functions depend on di erent sets of variables, then there is a variable on which one depends heavily and on which the other is constant. It follows that these functions access the same cell on only a small proportion of the inputs. These inputs can be removed later. FMW86], RSSW88], and B89] restrict the domain so that the addressing functions are either constant or 1-1. This paper de nes b-varying which is a more general measure of the dependency a function has on a variable and is interesting in its own right. (See Lemma 5.)
Unlike the rst two methods, the third method to ensure that two addressing functions do not interact does not ensure that they access di erent cells. If more than one processor concurrently wrote to the same cell on the COMMON model, then by the de nition of the model, they must all write the same value. Later, when a processor reads this cell, the adversary chooses one of the writers and reveals that the reader read from this writer. The reader would have no way of knowing whether or not any other processor also wrote to the cell. In this way, the adversary has freedom to choose which processors interact. In fact, di erent readers might be chosen to interact with di erent writers, even if they all accessed the same cell. (See Lemma 6.) Note that on the PRIORITY model, this is not possible. Each processor reading a cell reads from and, hence, interacts with a speci c processor: the one with the highest priority.
The nal method uses a re nement of the element distinctness graph introduced in FMW86]. As mentioned above, it is possible that two addressing functions access the same cell if and only if a pair of variables have the same value. If no other processor writes to this cell (see the third method), then the adversary must reveal whether or not they have accessed the same cell. This information is recorded by covering the edge between these two variables in the element distinctness graph. The adversary ensures that these addressing functions do not interact by not allowing these variables to be equal. (See Lemma 6.) Graph theoretic techniques prove that if an insu cient number of time steps have been performed, then some edge fx ; x g remains uncovered. (See Lemma 7.) It will follow that no processor knows whether or not these variables are equal.
The adversaries in RSSW88] and in B89] use multi-variable Ramsey Theory at each time step to reduce the domain to a sub-cube S n of inputs (where S 1::d]). This has the e ect of revealing how the processor interact, but it also restricts the domain a great deal. Thus, the initial domain must be very large. In this paper, the adversary's subdomain of inputs does not form a symmetric sub-cube as before, but is allowed to be a more general subset. The subdomain of inputs is described using a new representation of the set of possible processor states. This set of states is restricted as information is revealed ( xed) and is expanded as the processors gain information that has not been xed.
Interesting new combinatorial techniques are developed to obtain and maintain the desired properties. As well, without the symmetry on the addressing functions and on the domain imposed in FMW86], RSSW88], and B89], processors are able to learn partial information about whether a particular pair of variables has the same value. I extend the notion of the element distinctness graph used in these papers and use it to record this partial information.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proves the lower bound for Element Distinctness on PRIORITY with bounded memory. Section 3 proves the lower bound on COMMON with unbounded memory. Lemmas 4, 5, 6, and 7 used in Section 3 are proved in sections 4, 5, 6, and 7. Some open problems are given in Section 8. Before proving this theorem, some de nitions are presented.
PRIORITY PRAMs with Bounded Memory
After only one time step on a PRAM, the state of a processor can depend on the value of every input variable (e.g, if the processors compute the OR function). Part of this information can be gained by knowing which cells other processors did or did not write to. If the input domain is restricted so that the cells addressed by each processor are xed, then the set of possible states that a processor can be in is greatly restricted. An algorithm is said to be (D; t)-oblivious if, for each processor, the cells that it addresses during the rst t steps are the same for all inputs in D.
If an algorithm is oblivious, then at time t in the computation, for each processor, there is a small set of variables on which the processor's state might depend. Boppana B89] proved that such sets must have the property that they could be formed by t steps of a p processor merging machine. The sets of variables V h1;ti ; : : :; V hP;ti fx 1 ; : : :; x n g are said to have this property if there exists a set V hP;t 0 i for each processor P 2 1::p] and intermediate time step t 0 2 0::t ? 1] such that V hP;0i contains a single variable for each P and for each t 0 2 1::t], V hP;t 0 i is either V hP;t 0 ?1i plus one extra variable or is the union of V hP;t 0 ?1i and V hP 0 ;t 00 i for some other processor P 0 2 1::p] and some previous time step t 00 Claim 1 If a PRAM algorithm is (D; t)-oblivious then for each processor P, there is a xed set of inputs variables V hP;ti such that, for inputs in D, the state of P at the end of step t is uniquely determined by the values of these variables. Furthermore, the sets of variables V h1;ti ; : : :; V hP;ti have the property that they could be formed by t steps of a p processor merging machine.
Proof of Claim 1: For time t = 0, the set V hP;0i is de ned to contain only the variable initially assigned to processor P. Because the cells addressed by the processors are xed, it is xed which cell processor P reads at time t. It is also xed whether or not the cell had been previously written to. If not and if the cell initially contained the value of a variable, then the variable learned is added to V hP;ti . If the cell had been written to, then the last time step t w 2 1::t] in which the cell was written to is also xed. Let P w be the processor with the highest priority of those who wrote to the cell at time t w . De ne V hP;ti to be the union of V hP;t?1i and V hPw;twi . Inductively, processor P's state can only depend on the values of the variables in V hP;ti .
Consider a (D; t)-oblivious algorithm. Processor P is said to see the variables in the set V hP;ti at time t. The adversary nds a partition 1 t , 2 t ; : : :; qt t of the input variables fx 1 ; : : :; x n g with the property that no processor sees more than one variable per part i t . (If necessary, the adversary gives processors the values of more variables so that each sees the exactly one variable per part).
A part i t of the partition is referred to as a subproblem. In the inputs considered, two variables will have the same value only if they are in the same subproblem. In order to prove that this entire input is element distinct, it is necessary to prove that each of these subproblems is element distinct. This is di cult for the processors to do if each only sees one variable per subproblem. This notion was introduced by Ragde et V hP;ti is said to be the view seen by processor P at time t. By Claim 1, the state of the processor at the end of time t is uniquely determined by the view that he sees. The adversary maintains a set of views S t 2 1::d] qt to be used as a set of objects, each representing a state that a processor could be in. An example is given in Figure 1 . Processor P 1 's vantage point is V hP 1 ;ti = hx 2 ; x 3 ; x 6 i and P 2 's is V hP 2 ;ti = hx 1 ; x 3 ; x 5 i. Then, on the input h7; 3; 5; 0; 2; 4; 8i, processor P 1 sees the view h3; 5; 4i and P 2 sees h7; 5; 2i. A key point is that the same view can be used to represent the something di erent for each processor. In the above example, the view h3; 5; 4i is seen by P 1 on the input h7; 3; 5; 0; 2; 4; 8i and by P 2 on the input h3; 1; 5; 9; 4; 6; 4i. Any set of views S t can be expanded into the set of inputs such that, for each vantage point, the view seen is contained in S t . Each vantage point is considered, even if no processor has it. More formally, the set of inputs is de ned to be Expand (S t The inputs D t = Expand (S t ) are those considered possible by the adversary. By considering only these inputs, the adversary can ensure that every processor sees a view contained in S t , and hence is in one of the allowed states.
The proof of Theorem 1 uses an adversarial argument. Formally, an adversary is de ned to be a function that maps a complete description of a PRIORITY PRAM algorithm running in time T 2 o n p log n log( n p logn) to two inputs and 0 , one element distinct and the other not, such that processor P 1 is in the same state on both inputs after T steps of the given algorithm. To complete this task, the adversary de nes the following constructs, for each time step t T, Entropy is de ned as follows. Uniformly at random choose a variable x 2 fx 1 ; : : :; x n g. The entropy H ( ) = P i2 1::qt] ?Pr x 2 i t log 2 Pr x 2 i t is the expected number of bits to specify which of the sets i t that x is contained in.
Initially, with t = 0, every processor sees at most one variable. Therefore, it is su cient to have only one subproblem 1 0 (i.e., q 0 = 1) and the initial set of views is S 0 = f1; 2; : : :; dg. Hence, the entropy is 0, the size bound jS 0 j d 1 is met, and D 0 contains all d n inputs. Inductively, suppose that the adversary has de ned these constructs for time step t ? 1 so that the induction hypothesis hold. The adversary then de nes these constructs for time step t by restricting the set of views S t?1 , re ning the partition t?1 , and then expanding the set of views.
The Restricting Stage
To construct S t , the adversary constructs S oblivious in the i th layer are incomparable in the partial order. More to our purposes, this partitioning of the variables into layers has that property that no processor knows the value of more than one variable in any one layer. In other words, we can let i t = l ?1 (i) and this partition will meet our rst requirement. Boppana's leveling l is always a re nement of the previous leveling. Therefore, this partition meets our second requirement. The third requirement bounds the entropy of the partition 1 t ; 2 t ; : : :; qt t . Boppana ensures that this third requirement is met by maintaining the property that the entropy of the leveling, and hence of the partition, is at most L 9plog p n + 3 t, where L(x) = (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) ? x log 2 (x). The technical requirement is easy. For reasonable algorithms, each part will be repartitioned into many new subproblems. However, if this is not the case, then the adversary can repartition one of the parts anyway. Finally, Boppana ensures that q T < n. His lower bound on the time required for the merging machine to sort is n p logn log( n p log n) .
In other words, if T 2 o n p logn log( n p log n) , then the merging machine does not know the total ordering on the variables. This means that Boppana's layering does not have each variable in its own layer.
Therefore, q T < n. It follows that this partition meets our requirements.
The Expanding Stage
During time step t, a processor can learn the values of more variables. Hence, the view a processor sees at time t?1 is a subsequence of his view at time t. As well, a larger number of views are needed to represent the larger number of states in which he may be in. To accommodate these two needs, the adversary expands the set of views S oblivious t?1 , to form a larger set S t of longer views. Note that, even though the set of views S t gets larger each time step, the set of inputs D t = Expand (S t ) keeps getting smaller.
The adversary ensures that S t only contains views which are considered by all of the processors to be consistent with their knowledge. A processor, after reading a memory cell, considers a view to be consistent if both the part of the view that he saw before the read and the part of the view that the writer saw are consistent. (See Figure 2. In the example in Figure 2 , the processor P r does not see a variable from the newly partitioned subproblem 4 t . The adversary could reveal the value of a variable from this set to P r adding the variable to the set V hPr;ti of those seen by P r . At any rate, the adversary has complete freedom to choose the value (here 0) that is at this index in the view seen by P r .
Old Subproblems Proof of Lemma 1: P hũ;ũ 0 i jV hũ;ũ 0 i j has the xed value jS pre j. Therefore, by convexity, the expression jS exp j = P hũ;ũ 0 i jV hũ;ũ 0 i j is minimized when V hũ;ũ 0 i is the same size for each hũ;ũ 0 i. There are at most d q?1 di erent choices for hũ;ũ 0 i. Therefore Hence, it follows from the de nition of S oblivious t?1 that processor P accesses the cells Address (w; P; t) and Address (r; P; t) at time t. This is true for every processor.
D T is Large
This completes the induction for time step t. It remains to show that if the total number of steps is T 2 o n p logn log( n p log n) then the bound on jD T j for condition (6) is satis ed. Re ne the subproblems 
Conclusion
From these constructs, it is easy to nd inputs and 0 2 D T such that is element distinct and 0 is not. The total number of inputs that are not element distinct inputs is at most With an unbounded number of memory cells, Element Distinctness can be solved in constant time on the PRIORITY model. Therefore, this theorem provides a separation between the PRIORITY and COMMON models. The proof uses an adversary argument similar to the previous proof. As in that proof, a key concept is the vantage point V hP;ti = D x j 1 ; : : :; x jq t E seen by processor P at time t. In this proof there is another key concept. This is the addressing functions used by the processors and which of these functions interact. For a more detailed overview of the proof, see the Introduction, Section 1.
Fix a COMMON PRAM algorithm. For each processor P and time step t, the algorithm de nes the addressing functions f w hP;ti and f r hP;ti : 1::d] n ! N which specify the cells that P on input writes into and reads from at time t. Let Even if the addressing functions f w hP;ti and f w hP 0 ;t 0 i happen to be the same function 1::d] n ! N, they will be considered as separate objects in the collection F write 1::t] so that when needed we can refer to the unique processor and time step in which the addressing function was used. The subscript hP; ti will be dropped as in f w , when the processor and the time step are irrelevant to the discussion at hand.
Given the addressing functions F 1::t] , one can determine how the processors interact on any input,during the time interval 1::t]. Here t T is our current place in the induction. Consider an input 2 1::d] n and a read function f r 2 F read 1::t] . Associated with these is the cell c read and the time step at which the read occured. By considering all the write addressing functions in F write 1::t] , we can determine the last time step t 0 that this cell was written to. Let ? alg Proof of Claim 2: The proof depends heavily on the de nition of the COMMON model. When a set of processors simultaneously writes to the same cell, they must all write the same value. Therefore, the information written must be contained in the intersection of the knowledge of these writers. In the lower bound, when a processor reads this value using the addressing function f r , the adversary reveals to the reader the identity of one of the processors that wrote the value and reveals all of the information that this processor has, i.e. the value of the variables seen by the processor indicated by ? 1::t] (f r ). The reader is unable to discern any additional information from the read. For example, the processor cannot determine whether or not any other processor simultaneously wrote to the same cell as well. For more details see the proof of Claim 1.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, the adversary maintains a set of views S t which are used to represent the states of the processors. However, in the proof of Theorem 2, the algorithm might not be oblivious on the input domain D t = Expand (S t ). There may be some bad inputs on which the addressing functions do not interact in the xed way that they should. Instead, the adversary maintains the set of such bad inputs Bad 1::t] Expand (S t ) and proves that this set is not too big.
Consider an addressing function f 2 F 1::t] . Suppose that processor P addresses using this function at time t. By Claim 2, when restricted to inputs in D t ? Bad 1::t] , the state of the processor, and hence the function depends only on the values of the variables in the vantage point V hP;ti = D x j 1 ; : : :; x jq t E . Because D t = Expand (S t ), the possible tuples of values for this sequence of variables are the views in S t . Therefore, the input domain for f can be considered to be the set S t when viewed as a set of values for the variables in V hP;ti . It is interesting to observe that for a di erent addressing function, the input domain will also be considered to be S t , but for a di erent tuple of variables.
The previous papers FMW86], RSSW88], and B89] restrict the input domain to a subdomain D t such that for each of the addressing functions f and each of the variables x j , either f depends in a 1-1 way on x j or it does not depend on this variable at all. This is is an unreasonable requirement when the input domain is small, because such a subdomain might not exist. Instead, I de ne a more general measure of the dependency a function has on a variable. The precise de nition of b-varying is de ned in Section 4.1. The extent to which the function varies is parameterized by the integer b. My adversary maintains a set of views S t and, for each addressing function f 2 F 1::t] , a set of variables X(f) V hP;ti . The required condition is that when viewing S t as the input domain, f is b t -varying with respect to each variable in X(f) for some integer b t and is completely independent of the other variables. One problem that might arise is that an addressing function from an earlier time t 0 might be b t 0-varying on the set of views S t 0. However, the same function might varying much less on the current set of views S t , i.e. is only b-varying for b considerably smaller than b t 0.
To handle this problem, b t is set to be a rapidly decreasing function of t ending with b T being set to be the nal value needed. Because b t is set to be considerable smaller than b t 0, the adversary can maintain the property that all the function are at least b t -varying with respect to the variables in X(f) on the set of views S t . This has the added bene t of ensuring that the set of variables X(f) does not change from one time step to the next.
The adversary classi es each read-write pair of addressing functions hf r ; f w i 2 F read 1::t] F write 1::t] based on the sets of variables X(f r ) and X(f w ) on which they depend. The functions in the pair are said to be similar if X(f r ) = X(f w ). They are said to be fx ; x g-covering if X(f r ) ? X(f w ) = fx g and X(f w ) ? X(f r ) = fx g. Otherwise, they are said to be unrelated.
Similar pairs of functions access their cells based on mutual information and hence know a priori whether or not they will access the same cell. fx ; x g-covering pairs could be used by the COMMON algorithm as follows. One of the functions addresses cells in a 1-1 way with the value of x . The other uses the same mapping except that it uses the variable x in place of x . The reader learns whether or not x = x by learning whether or not f r and f w access the same cell.
Unrelated pairs do not seem to help the algorithm in any way.
The adversary is able choose which interactions ? 1::t] : F read 1::t] ! F write 1::t] fmissg that she wants between the addressing functions and then reveals this information to the processors. The input domain is restricted to those inputs on which these interactions occur. Similar pairs of addressing functions depend on the same set of variables X(f r ) = X(f w ), so how these pairs interact partitions the set of views S t . If follows that the adversary is able to x the interactions between these function to those that reduces S t the least. In contrast, the adversary always will reveal that the fx ; x g-covering and the unrelated pairs do not interact. . On the other hand, the adversary allows fx ; x g-covering pairs of addressing functions to access the same cell, even though the adversary must ensure that they do not interact. For example, f r and f w might access the same cell, but the reader might not read the value written by f w , i.e. f w 6 2 ? alg , then the same is true on this input.
After Lemma 5, what remains is to determine for which pairs of variables fx ; x g the processors can di erentiate between i and i x =x =v i by knowing how the fx ; x g-covering pairs interact. This is done by considers the \element distinctness" graph on vertex set fx 1 ; : : :; x n g and by covering the edge fx ; x g if the corresponding inputs can be di erentiated. The next lemma uses graph theoretic constructs to characterize those edges covered. The unde ned terms will be de ned in Section 6.
Lemma 6 There exists a \collection of labeled tuple systems" Lemma 7 There exists a pair of variables fx ; x g, such that: x and x are contained in the same subproblem i T for some i 2 1::q T ]; the edge fx ; x g is not covered by the collection of labeled tuple systems; and neither variables are seen by processor P 1 , i.e. x ; x 6 2 V hP 1 ;Ti .
Theorem 2 follows easily from these lemmas. Let fx ; x g be an edge with the properties stated in Lemma 7. From Lemmas 5 and 6, it follows that all the addressing functions interact as revealed by the adversary on the inputs i and i x =x =v i . Hence, by Claim 2, the state of P 1 , for these two inputs, at the end of step T depends only on the xed set of input variables V hP 1 ;Ti seen by him. P 1 does not see x or x and therefore cannot distinguish between the inputs i and i x =x =v i , which di er only on these variables. Therefore, on these inputs, P 1 is unable to determine whether or not the input is element distinct. Inductively, suppose that the adversary has de ned the above constructs for time step t ? 1. First, the adversary restricts the set of views to the subset S varying t?1 S t?1 on which the addressing functions in F t are (pt + 1) p b n 2 b t -varying. Then, the set of views is restricted further to S similar S t?1 of the views on which these new addressing functions in F t are (pt+1) p b n 2 b t -varying. This is done by restricting the set, once for each functionvariable pair. A function-variable pair hf; x j l i is found for which the function is neither independent nor (pt + 1) p b n 2 b t -varying with respect to the variable on the current set of views. The set is reduced to the largest subset on which the function is independent of the variable. Then another such function-variable pair is found and the set is reduced further. Because each set is a subset of the previous sets, once a function is independent of a variable, it remains independent. The process stops when no more such function-variable pairs exist. Let S varying t?1 be the resulting set of views. On this set, for each addressing function in F t and each variable, the function is either (pt + 1) p b n 2 b t -varying with respect to the variable or independent of it.
How much does the set get reduced? Consider a set S. Recall that Ind f;x j l S is the size of the largest subset of S on which f is independent of x j l . The set of views is reduced to such a subset.
Because f is not (pt + 1) p b n 2 b t -varying with respect to x j l , we know that the size of this largest subset is greater than jSj (pt+1) p b n 2 bt . There are at most 2p addressing functions in F t and each of these depends on at most 2 t variables. Therefore, the set will be reduced in this way no more than 2p2 t times. We can conclude that S varying 
Ensuring that Similar Pairs Interact as Revealed
The following lemma ensures that condition (1) is true for time step t. By the de nition of ? 0 1::t] , f r is similar to both f w and to f 0 w . Therefore, X (f r ) = X (f w ) = X (f w 0) . The viewṽ speci es the values of the variables in X (f r ) V hP;t?1i . Hence,ṽ speci es the cells addressed by f r , f w and f w 0 . On input , the addressing functions f r ; f w and f 0 w access cells so that f r reads from f w . Therefore, the same thing happens on input 0 , proving the claim. The e ect of the claim is that, the function ? 00 The following example will demonstrate why this technique does not work for non-similar pairs. Suppose that there is only one subproblem 1 = fx 1 ; x 2 g and that the set of views is S varying t?1 = f1; 2g. Suppose that f r and f w both address cell c 1 when they see the view 1 and c 2 when seeing 2. Finally, suppose that f r and f w are not similar: X(f r ) = fx 1 g and X(f w ) = fx 2 g. The domain of inputs consistent with the views is Expand S varying t?1 = f11; 12; 21; 22g. The problem is that on the inputs 11 and 22, f r and f w address the same cell, while on the inputs 12 and 21 they access di erent cells. Hence, whether they access the same cell does not depend on simply one view. Proof of Lemma 4.2: Consider any addressing function f 2 F t and any variable x j l 2 X(f). 
Keeping Functions Varying during the Restriction Stage

The S Expanding Stage
The subproblems 1 t?1 ; : : :; q t?1 t?1 are re ned as was done in Theorem 1, Section 2. S t?1 . Hence, for S t , the addressing functions need to be considered to be functions on a larger list of variables. The additional variables are seen by the processor at the end of time step t, but not at the end of time step t ? 1. Hence, the functions in F 1::t] will not actually depend on these extra variables. In fact, each function f will still be varying with respect to each of the variables in its xed set X(f) and independent of the other variables.
To be more precise, recall that at the end of time step t ? f is then also constant on S exp with respect to x j l . As well, z (i;l) 6 2 X (f) and b f is independent of this variable. Finally, suppose that x j l 2 X (f). By the assumption of the lemma, b f is b 0 -varying with respect to x j l on S bal . Our goal is to prove that e f is b 0 -varying with respect to x j l on the expanded set S exp . There are two cases, namely l = i and l 6 = i. Because the proofs of these two cases are similar, we will only prove the second case.
As before, we use v's to denote the values assigned to the repartitioned subproblems and u's to denote the values assigned to the other subproblems. Speci cally, let v j i denote the value of the expanded variable x j i on which f depends andṽ the values of z (i;1) ; : : :; z (i;k?1) ; z (i;k+1) ; : : :; z (i; ) . Let u j l denote the value of the variable x j l with respect to which e f must be b 0 -varying andũ the values of x j 1 ; : : :; x j l?1 ; x j l+1 ; : : :; x j i?1 ; x j i+1 ; : : :; x jq . Using this notation, we can decompose S bal and S exp as done before.
De ne V huj l ;ũi = fv j i j v j i ; u j l ;ũ 2 S bal g. Then in the amount the functions vary. Hence, re ning all q t subproblems looses at most a total factor of (b n ) qt b n 2 . The addressing functions in F 1::t] are b n 2 b t -varying on the initial pre-expanded set S similar t?1 . Therefore, they are still b t -varying on the nal expanded set S t .
The nal sets of inputs D i T
The above steps complete all the induction hypothesis for time step t. This is repeated until time nal time step T. Note, in order to satisfy condition (8), q T < n 0:1 , the computation needs to be stopped sooner than was done in Theorem 1. Since the time bound is logarithmic in n, this e ects the time by only a constant factor. What remains is to form the sets of inputs D i T satisfying conditions (7-11).
As done in Section 2.6, the set of inputs is formed by re ning the subproblems 1 T ; : : :; q T T into the n singleton sets and expanding the nal set of views S T to form the set of longer views.
These longer views are in fact inputs, because they assign a value to each of the variables. However, as done in Section 4.5, the subproblems are re ned one at a time. Each time a subproblem j T is re ned, the set of views S pre is restricted to a subset S bal and then this balanced set of views is expanded to form S exp . Because of these balancing steps, the set of viewsninputs obtained depends T . For each of the requirements of Lemma 5, a sub-lemma below proves that it is with small probability that the inputs chosen do not meet the requirement. Summing these probabilities, we get that the total probability is strictly less than 1 that one of these bad properties occurs. . Because b = 2(npT) 2 this probability is less than 1 2 .
Proof of Lemma 5.3: Consider any pair of variables x ; x 2 i T and any read-write unrelated or covering pair f r and f w which is not a fx ; x g-covering pair. Because there are at most n 2 variable pairs and (pT) 2 read-write pairs, it is su cient to prove that f r and f w access the same cell on the input i x =x =v i for no more than a 1 b fraction of the choices for i and v i .
The pair f r and f w are not similar, (i.e. X(f r ) ? X(f w ) = ; and X(f w ) ? X(f r ) = ;) and are not fx ; x g-Covering Pairs, (i.e. X(f r ) ? X(f w ) = fx g and X(f w ) ? X(f r ) = fx g). Because
x and x are contained in the same subproblem, it is neither the case that both x and x are contained in X(f r ) nor both in X(f w ). Therefore, there are two remaining cases.
Case 1 There exists another variable x k (not the same variable as x or x ) on which one, but not both, of the two functions depends, (i.e. x k is contained in either X(f r ) ? X(f w ) or in X(f w ) ? X(f r )) Case 2 One of the functions f r or f w depends on one of the variables x (or x ), however, the other function depends on neither of them.
For case 1, assume without loss of generality that f r , but not f w , depends on x k . As well, f r cannot depend on both x and x . Without loss of generality, assume that it does not depend on x . If f r tries to mimic f w using the value of x instead of x so that they access the same cell if and only if x = x , then adjusting the value of x k will change the cell addressed by f r but not by f w . Because f r is b-varying with respect to x k , f w will manage to mimic f w on no more than a 1 b fraction of the inputs.
Case 1 will now be broken into two sub-case depending on whether x k is contained in the subproblem i T . Besides di erences in notation, the case 1.1 and 1.2 di er very little. However, to be formal they are both included. We will transform this set into a subdomain of D i
T on which the function f r is independent of the value v k of the variable x k . Two di cult changes are required to complete the transformation: the input to which f r and f w are applied much be transformed from a non-element distinct input to a general input from D i T and because n+1 di erent values are being considered, a d must be factored out.
Because f r does not depend on x , it follows that f r will access the same cell whether x is set to have the same value v i which x is set to or to a di erent value v . More precisely, f r (ũ; v i ; v i ; v k ;ṽ;ũ 0 ) = f r (ũ; v i ; v ; v k ;ṽ;ũ 0 ). We cannot do the same trick for f w , because it might depend on x . However, we do not really need to consider the function f w itself. Instead x , its value can be adjusted to either be equal to x or not.
The Element Distinctness Graph
What remains is to determine for which pairs of variables fx ; x g the processors can di erentiate between i and i x =x =v i by knowing how the fx ; x g-covering pairs interact. This is done by considers the \element distinctness" graph G on vertex set fx 1 ; : : :; x n g and by covering the edge fx ; x g if the corresponding inputs can be di erentiated. Lemma 6 uses graph theoretic constructs to characterize those edges covered.
Tuples and systems of tuples are de ned in RSSW88] to cover the edges fx ; x g of the element distinctness graph for which the PRAM has learned that x 6 = x . A tuple is a sequence of Proof of Lemma 6.1: Because X(f r ) ? X(f w ) = fx g and X(f w ) ? X(f r ) = fx g, the variables in the two labeled tuples will be the same, except for x and x . Because these two variables are in the same subproblem, the order of the variables in the two tuples will be the same. In addition, because x 6 2 X(f r ), f r ( i x =v i ) = f r ( i x =x =v i ) = c. Similarly, f w ( i x =v i ) = f w ( i x =x =v i ) = c. Therefore, the label of x in T fr and of x in T fw are both the same cell c. The most obvious way to proceed is to cover the edge fx ; x g of the element distinctness graph G if there exists addressing functions f r 2 F read 1:::T] and f w 2 F write 1:::T] such that the associated pair of labeled tuples (T fr ; T fw ) covers the edge. The problem with this technique, however, is that if this were done, every edge of G could be covered in one time step on both the PRIORITY and on the COMMON model. This is in fact is the essence of the constant time PRIORITY algorithm. The solution, as stated before, is that the adversary does allow the fx ; x g-covering pairs of addressing functions to access the same cell as long as she can ensure that they do not interact. x =x =v i ; f r contains the set of write functions from which f r reads on this input.
Because f r reads from f w on input i x =x =v i , they must access the same cell on this input.
Therefore, by Lemma 6.1, the pair of tuples (T fr ; T fw ) covers the edge fx ; x g. In addition, T fr 2 A tw::T] and T fw 2 B tw , for some time step t w . Therefore, to show that the edge fx ; x g is covered by the tuple system A tw::T] ? B tw ; B tw , it is su cient to show that T fr 6 2 B tw . Suppose by contradiction that T fr 2 B tw . Then, by de nition of B tw , there exists a write addressing function f hit 2 F write tw used during time step t w which contributes the labeled tuple T fr . Because f r and f hit contribute the same labeled tuple, they must depend on the same set of variables, i.e. X(f r ) = X(f hit ), and hence must be similar. In addition, both functions give the same label to x , so they must access the same cell on the input i x =v i and therefore on i x =x =v i . It follows that f w and f hit write to the same cell during time step t w . To conclude, if f w is contained in ? alg In order to prove Lemma 7, we cover all the unacceptable edges of G with four collections of semi-partitions, ; V ; hA;Bi ; and E . If by contradiction there is no uncovered edge, then the sum cost of these collections is at least log 2 n. It is su cient then to show that if the cost of ; V ; or hA;Bi is at least :1 log 2 n or if the cost of E is at least :7 log 2 n, then T 2 n p logn log( n p log n) .
Note that the subproblems 1 T ; : : :; q T T themselves form a semi-partition. This is denoted . If fx ; x g is not covered by this semi-partition then x and x are contained in the same subproblem i T . j j = jV j. Therefore, cost ( ) = H ( ). condition (3) bounds the entropy H ( ). As stated in Section 2, Boppana proves that if H ( ) is at least :1 log 2 n, than T is as required.
In order to ensure that x ; x 6 2 V hP 1 ;Ti , we use the semi-partition The proof of this lemma is taken from RSSW88]. In that setting the tuples are not labeled. However, the fact that the tuples are labeled does not e ect the proof at all.
Proof of Lemma 4.1: Initially, let hA;Bi and E be empty. Each labeled tuple system hA i ; B i i 2 T will add a number of semi-partitions to hA;Bi and a number of edges to E. A pair of labeled tuples is said to be a covering pair if they cover an edge. We say that hA i ; B i i is sparse In at most log 1 (jB i j) iterations, hA i ; B i i becomes sparse (note that an empty tuple system is sparse). The total number of pairs we have added to E is log 1 (jB i j)(jA i j + jB i j) q p n log(jB i j)(jA i j + jB i j). When hA i ; B i i becomes sparse, we simply add to E the edges covered by this system. This adds at most jA i jjB i j p n more edges. When this process is completed, it is clear that The next step is to form a collection of semi-partitions E that cover the edges in E. Boppana, Lemma 3.4 B89], proves that every graph with n vertices and jEj edges has a coloring with entropy of at most log 2 jEj n + 1 e . The semi-partition E is formed by putting together vertices with the same color. The edges of E are guaranteed to be covered by E , because they are bi-chromatic. By Lemma 6, P i jA i j pT 2 and P i jB i j pT. Therefore, jT j = P i jA i j + jB i j 2pT 2 . If p n log n, then the lower bound in Theorem 2 becomes (1). Therefore, assume p n log n. If T > log n, then Theorem 2 follows. Therefore, assume that T log n. By condition (8), the tuples have length q T < n 0:1 . Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, jEj q p n log (jT j)jT j + jT j 2 p n n 1:6 . The cost of E is equal to its entropy, which is less than log 2 jEj n + 1 e 0:7 log n. n (1). This gives the weaker result of T 2 q n p log n . Boppana uses a semi-partition with T parts and of size 2pT. The cost of this is at most 2pT n (log T), which give the required T. My method uses that fact that the semi-partitions are unbalanced, namely that the sets A i are bigger than the sets B i . Generally this is the case since Lemma 6 gives that P i jA i j pT 2 and P i jB i j pT. I will show that unbalanced semi-partitions are not able to cover edges e ectively.
As a rst step of this proof, consider the situation in which jA i j = TjB i j, for each i. Given this situation, the entropy is easy to compute. H ( ? x) , it follows that, log 2 ( j ) ? log 2 (1 ? j ) = log 2 ( k ) ? log 2 (1 ? k ): This gives log 2 ( j ? j k ) = log 2 ( k ? j k ) and j ? j k = k ? j k . We can concluded that C is maximized when j = k .
We can conclude that the costs of the four collections of semi-partitions ; V ; hA;Bi ; and E are less than either :1 log 2 n or :7 log 2 n. Therefore, these semi-partitions cannot cover all the edges of the element distinctness graph G. Hence, an edge exists meeting the requirements of Lemma 7. .
As proved in Section 3.1, the Lemmas 4, 5, 6, and 7 together prove Theorem 2. Let fx ; x g be an edge with the properties stated in Lemma 7. From Lemmas 5 and 6, it follows that all the addressing functions interact as revealed by the adversary on the inputs i and i x =x =v i . Hence, by Claim 2, the state of P 1 , for these two inputs, at the end of step T depends only on the xed set of input variables V hP 1 ;Ti seen by him. P 1 does not see x or x and therefore cannot distinguish between the inputs i and i x =x =v i , which di er only on these variables. Therefore, on these inputs, P 1 is unable to determine whether or not the input is element distinct.
Open Problems
Finding lower bounds for Element Distinctness when de ned on even smaller domains is still open.
For example, nothing is known when the variables take on values up to n 2 . It is also open whether PRIORITY and COMMON can be separated when the number of memory cells is bounded.
